
I. GENERAL 

SERVICE MANUAL 4 512 
PC-56 PLUG-IN TYPE CODE TRANSMITTER 

FOR D. C. OPERATION 

******************** 

This service specification covers the inspection, adjustment, and shop re
pair of Style PC-56 plug-in type code transmitters. These code transmitters are 
d. c. operated and have one front - back "power" contact for control of external 
functions. 

The device used to produce the operating frequency of 70 - 74 cycles per min -
ute is a heavy, counterweighted pendulum, which is mounted on special type 
spring bearings. These bearings, as well as the engagement by which the pen
dulum operates the contacts, are nearly free from friction. 

II. FIELD INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 

Field inspection of the transmitter contacts should be made visually at fre
quent intervals to determine that they are operating with adequate compression 
and that all contact tips are in good condition. When examined visually with the 
transmitter operating normally, the contacts should not show excessive pitting 
or loss of material. They may show a certain amount of roughening and dis
coloration without any effect on the operation and the transmitter need not be re
moved from service unless these conditions become aggravated. 

A more accurate test of contact wear can be made by checking contact "on
time" with a Code Meter (UJ62206, formerly Pc. 273016 or UJ62108, formerly 
Pc. 103422). If the "on-time" is less than 38% at the lowest voltage which may 
occur in service, the transmitter should be removed for shop inspection. 

Once each year the calibration values of code transmitters should be check
ed and recorded. If the starting voltage and code speed do not meet the calibra
tion values of Table 2 of this specification, or if the "on-time" is less than 38% 
as explained above, the transmitter should be removed from service for shop 
inspection and adjustment. 

III. SHOP INSPECTION AND REPAIR 

A. Recommended Shopping Period 

Code transmitters should be shop inspected at intervals of two to three 
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' years. During this inspection the contacts should be cleaned and dressed or re-
placed, if necessary, and readjus(~d as specified under "contact adjustments". 

B. Replacement of Contact Parts 

Since no lubrication is used in any of these code transmitters, there is 
little need for shop inspection and repair with the exception of dressing or re
placing badly worn or burned contacts. If the driving contacts are badly worn or 
pitted, it is probable that the transmitter has been in operation with the wrong 
polarity applied to the mounting base. In this case, the efficiency of the copper
oxide rectifier has probably been impaired, and it should be replaced. 

Code transmitters of more recent manufacture have an internal resistor 
in place of the rectifier, and are not affected by wrong polarity. 

Contacts may be dressed by filing lightly with a "Rimac - Flextone" (#4 
contact) file and cleaned by passing a piece of high grade bond paper between 
them. 

Each contact spring and contact post is separate, and with care, each 
can be replaced without affecting the others. When contacts are replaced, ex
treme care should be taken not to twist or distort the hinge springs which support 
the contact springs. 

C. Mechanical Adjustments 

In making all mechanical and contact adjustments, the transmitter must 
be mounted in a level position. By removing the bearing end plates at each ex
tremity of the pendulum shaft, it can be ascertained that the shaft is approximate
ly centered in the clearance hole in the cast brass frame. Centering of the shaft 
is controlled by the adjustment of the spring bearing members. No attempt should 
be made to alter this adjustment unless absolutely necessary. With the bearing 
end plates replaced, the pendulum should have an end play of 0.005" to 0.010". 

The armature should be centered between the pole pieces with a mini
mum clearance of 1/16" plus or minus 1/64" from either :()Ole piece when moved 

POLE PIECE 

TIP OF POLE PIECE ADJUSTED TO ., 
VERTICAL CENTER LINE OF ARMATURE ± t;_ 

FIGURE 1 
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• 
to a position between the poles. The lateral position of the armature with respect 
to the pole pieces is given in Figure 1. This position may be adjusted by shifting 
both pole pieces simultaneously. The adjustment should be made with the pendu
lum hanging free and should be the same at both ends of the armature. 

In this transmitter, the drive spring assembly engages a pin in the pen
dulum. The drive spring assembly should be centered between the top segments 
of the pendulum and must be adjusted to provide approximately 1/16" clearance 
between the horizontal spring member and the top of the pendulum pin. There 
should be no play between the drive springs and pin with the pendulum at rest. 
When the bottom of the pendulum is moved 3/16" to either side of center, how
ever, one of the drive spring bearing surfaces should be free from the pin. 

When the armature is moved to approximately the full stroke position 
and then released, the pendulum should continue to oscillate with appreciable 
amplitude for a minimum of fifty complete cycles. 

D. Contact Adjustments 

At the start of adjustment, the transmitter must be in a level position 
and the pendulum must hang free and be approximately vertical. All contacts 
should be moved out of engagement. 

The initial pressure of all contacts against their stops should be from 
4 to 6 grams measured at the contact tips. 

When the transmitter is viewed from the side with the base to the ob
server's left, the power contacts are on the side next to the observer and the 
"left" contacts (one driving and one power contact) are next to the base as shown 
in Figure 2. With the transmitter in this position, all "right" and "left" con
tacts should be adjusted per Table 1, Items 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7. 

When contact adjustment has been completed, the lock nuts should be 
tightened and the adjustment checked. 

POWER CONTACTS DRIVING CONTACTS 

LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT 

FIGURE 2 
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IV. SHOP CALIBRATION 

For the "starting" test, it is permissible to use either a potentiometer cir
cuit or a resistance in series with the transmitter coil to obtain a variable volt
age. For all other tests the voltage must be obtained directly from battery using 
a loading resistor or changing the rectifier charging rate to adjust the voltage 
between individual cell steps. The voltage shall be applied to the plus and minus 
terminals as indicated in Figure 3, a rear view of the transmitter or mounting 
base showing the terminal arrangement and markings which identify the mount
ing base terminals. In all cases, the voltmeter is connected directly across the 
plus and minus terminals. 

A. Starting 
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With the pendulum at rest, a low value of voltage should be applied, and 
then gradually increased to the point at which the pendulum begins to oscillate. 
This voltage should not exceed the "maximum starting" voltage in Table 2. 

B. Code Speed 

The code speed is adjusted to the value given in Table 2 by operating the 
transmitter at nominal rated voltage and varying the number and size of tuning 
weights as required. The code speed should be checked at the maximum and 
minimum rated voltages and should be within the limits specified in Table 2. 

In determining the final code speed, the number of operations should be 
counted over a three minute period in order to obtain accuracy. An operation 
or Veeder counter may be used for this purpose. 

An excessive code speed variation is generally caused by too much amp
litude of the pendulum. This can be corrected by moving the pole-pieces -sligtitly 
past the center of the armature and slightly increasing the drive contact adjust
ments. For permissible variation of these settings, see Table 1. 

C. On-Time 

Power contact on-time should be between 42% and 48%. If the on-time 
of either such contact at the minimum rated voltage is below 42%, the contact 
adjustment should be changed as necessary, observing the limits of Table 1. At 
rated maximum voltage the on-times of left and right power contacts should be 
approximately the same. 
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' D. Amplitude 

At rated maximum voltage the amplitude must not be so great that the 
pendulum strikes any fixed part of the transmitter. If the amplitude is too small, 
the power contacts will not have sufficient on-time at rated minimum voltage. 

V. CONTACT RESISTANCE 

The resistance of each set of power contacts is measured with the pendulum 
held in such a position that the contact compression is approximately 0. 010". 
Resistance should not exceed 0. 04 ohm. 

VI. CARE IN HANDLING 

It is very important that the transmitter be handled carefully in order that 
the contact adjustments and the spring assemblies may not be disturbed. 

A shipping lock is applied to the pendulum when the transmitter leaves the 
factory. The screw should be backed off when the transmitter is placed in ser
vice and applied again whenever the transmitter is moved from one location to 
another. When properly applied, the knife edges engaging their respective 
notches should firmly lock the pendulum. 

VII. ASSEMBLY OF COVER 

The cover must fit freely with clearance from all parts of the transmitter~ 
There should be at least 1/8" clearance between the cover and any moving part. 

Two types of covers are used on these code transmitters, the one-piece 
plastic cover and the two-piece cover consisting of a bake lite shell and a shallow 
glass cover. When the one-piece plastic cover is used, the gasket is assembled 
so the bead fits into the corresponding groove in the relay base. The gasket need 
not be cemented to the base. 

When applying the two-piece cover, the bake lite shell is fitted into the groove 
in the base without a gasket. A gasket with adhesive on both sides is used be
tween the bakelite shell and the cover glass. 

Instructions for applying both types of covers are given in Figure 4. 

NOTE: Transmitters of more 
recent manufacture do not have 
plate "W", but have a special 
bracket for storage of shipping 
screw, under handle "G". 

FIGURE 4 
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A. Apply limiting studs "A" with nut "E" and lock washer"F"to brass sup
port casting "C" as shown but do not lock in position. 

B. Place relay cover "D" in position but do not assemble compression bush
ings "B". 

C. Using a large screwdriver or special wrench in slots of limiting studs, 
adjust until top of studs are flush with top of ground bosses of relay cover. 

D. Remove relay cover, hold limiting studs fixed in their adjusted position, 
and jam the lock nuts "E" tightly to hold the limiting studs securely in place. 
Bend sheet metal lock washers "F" to lock against edge of casting and against 
flats of the lock nuts. 

E. Assemble compression bushings (flats toward sides of relay for glass 
cover). 

F. Apply relay cover, handle "G", plate "W" and screws "H". Alternately 
tighten screws, compressing bushings "B" until handle is clamped securely against 
the top of the limiting studs. 

G. Apply lead seal "J" in the normal manner. 

VIII. RELAY INDEXING 

The following data defines the indexing that has been established for relays 
covered by this specification. 

A. The index code always consists of a combination of letters and is used 
for both the relay base and its rack mounting base. 

B. The index code for each relay is marked on the name plate attached to 
the front of the relay. 

C. The index code for each mounting base is marked on the upper half of 
the base. 

D. It is important that when relays equipped with indexing are repaired, the 
index pins and holes are located as on the original relays to correspond with the 
mounting bases. Figure 5 shows a typical indexing combination for these relays. 

E. The index letters refer to specific locations for pins and for mating holes 
to match. In the typical example shown below the pins are shown "•" and holes 
"o". If more complete information for indexing is desired, it will be supplied 
on request. 
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MOUNTING BASE 
(FRONT VIEW) 
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TABLE 1 

STYLE PC-56 CODE TRANSMITTER 

Contact Adjustment 

Adjustment 

Starting with all contacts open, set left power 
contact to dimension "A" (Figure 2) equal to ... 

Set right power contact to dimension "B" (Figure 2) 
equal to ............................ . 

Set left drive contact to just make when "A" equals . 

Set right drive contact to just make when "B" equals. 

In tuning and adjusting, the compression of the left 
drive contact may be varied so it just makes when 
opening "A" equals ...................... . 

In tuning and adjusting, the compressio~ of the right 
drive contact may be varied so it just makes when 
opening "B" equals ..................... . 

With the left power contact just making, the right 
power contact opening should be . . . . • . • • . . . . 

RELAY BASE 
(REAR VIEW) 
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Inches 
(Between Limits) 

0.003 - 0.007 

0.009 - 0.013 

0.020 - 0.024 

0.022 - 0.026 

0.020 - 0.030 

0.022 - 0.032 

0.013 - 0.017 



Rated Coil 
Code Res. Rated 
Speed Ohms Nominal 

75 50 8 

75 75 10 

75 125 12 

75 180 16 

120 50 10 

120 70 12 

120 125 16 

120 280 24 

TABLE 2 

STYLE PC-56 CODE TRANSMITTER 

Calibration Values 

Voltages Code Frequency-Cycles per Minute 
Rated Rated Maximum At Rated At Minimum At Maximum 

Minimum Maximum Starting Voltage Voltage Voltage 

6 10 4.6 71. 5 - 72. 5 74 70 

8 12 6.3 71. 5 - 72. 5 74 70 

10 15 7.5 71. 5 - 72. 5 74 70 

12 20 10.0 71. 5 - 72.5 74 70 

8 12 6.3 122. 5 - 123. 5 125 121 

10 15 7.5 122. 5 - 123. 5 125 121 

12 20 10.0 122. 5 - 123. 5 125 121 

19 29 15.0 122. 5 - 123. 5 125 121 

Internal 
Resistor 

Ohms 
(When Used) 

510 

820 

1200 

1300 

510 

680 

1300 

3000 
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IX. PERIODIC MAINTENANCE 

All vital relays must be inspected and tested at least every 
two {2) years. The tests and inspections are to include: 
pick-up current, drop-away current, timing of slow operating 
and timing relays, visual inspection of contacts for damage or 
misalignment, corrosion, or other contamination of parts, loose 
parts inside of cover, broken seal, and cracked or broken cover. 

All vital relays installed in locomotive or car-carried 
equipment are to be inspected and tested at least every two (2) 
years as above. In addition, every four (4) years the relays 
are to be removed from service and adjusted, repaired and 
tested. · 

Relays not passing the above stated tests and inspections must 
be replaced and not returned to service until the operating 
characteristics and conditions are in accordance with US&S 
specifications. 
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